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Student Association Activities Are Growing With College
Harding's Student Association,
led by John Wilson, is a well organized and smoothly functioning unit which includes ·every
Harding student. Its excellent
cooperation provides a maximum
of efficient machinery and a
minimum of sand.
Governmental
The Council and Cabinet are
organizations within the organization. Their members represent the student body and each
member serves individually in
his or her own official capacity.
Included in the governmental
aspects of the Student As~ocia
tion are conventions, such as the
All Christian College Conference.

Also, · where important decisions
affecting the relationship between the students and the administrators are concerned, the
Association
provides
student
representatives who often cast
decisive votes in Student Affairs
Committee meetings.
The Student Association serves
too as a direct channel through
which student ideas are presented to and considered by the Administration.
Again, this year the Association has proved itself as a powerful and an indispensable organ
serving Harding College.

so a medium in which student
social life is emphasized and enjoyed. Gala all-student pa rties
are often staged and the interludes between parties are usually full of other activities such
as a variety of contests and good
Saturday night movies.
This year, too, the sport secretary of the Student Cabinet,
•Ed Hightower, organized an exuberant Pep Club which generates
an unusual amount of spirit
around game time.
Religious

With its many ·duties and responsibilities governmentally and
Social
socially, the Sti.ident Association
The Student Association is al- is constantly at work in an ef-

fort to build for Harding. Amid
the din of activity, however, it
does not lose sight of the significance and importance of the religious aspect of student life.
Not only does the Association
-help to maintain the highest
possible ethical and moral standards on the campus, but it engages in many special projects
such as collecting canned goods
for the needy and conducting allstudent vesper services.
For his fine leadership of the
student body, President Wilson
is to be commended highly. For
the efforts of the entire Student
Association, Harding College offers its confidence and appreciation.

KNOW YOUR
HARDING
EDITION
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THE HARDING BISON, SEARCY, ARKANSAS

Harding's Healthy Growth
Continues Into The Future
The new 60-unit married students housing project,
now in the finishing stages immediately to the east of
the campus, is the latest of the many milestones of progress at Harding since the modernization and expansion
plan began in 1947. In the few years that have elapsed
since that time, Harding has grown into one of the most
modern educational plants among private colleges of the
Central South, and now possesses a plant, with assets,
conservatively valued at $10.5 million. There has been
hardly a year since the beginning of the modernization
program that there has not been at least one major project
in the works.
The first visible results of H a . r - 0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ding' s growing pains came in been the crowning feat of the
1947 with a concrete-block struc- building program, it was not the
ture known then as the Indus- final accomplishment. In 1953
trial Arts building. With the Sewell Hall, an apartment builddeletion of industrial arts from ini for faculty and staff, the
the curricltlum, this building was American Studies building, and
remodeled and now houses the Echo Haven, home management
Academy and Hardini Press.
house, were built.
· Following closely on the heels
A model of the latest in clas!Jof the Industrial Arts building room buildings, the three-story
was Rhodes Memorial Field American Studies building houses
House, completed in 1948. This faculty offices, classrooms, semimammoth building easily made nar rooms, a small auditorium
three of the crackerbox gymnas- with the latest visual aids equipium which had served Harding ment, a faculty lounge, and ofstudents since the school moved fices of the National Education
to Searcy in 1934.
Program.
The next major project was a
Echo Haven is a housewife's
dormitory for men, and thus dream. This four-bedroom brick
Armstrong Hall made its appear- dwelling is fully equipped with
ance in the fall of 1949. A mod- the late.t in household appliern three-story builidng housinl ances - stove, refrigerator, dish200 men, Armstroni is a far cry washer, garbabe disposal, wamtfrom "Hutville,'' the antiquated er and dryer - and gives home
Army barracks it replaced.
ecomics students who live in it
By now Hardini was in the practical experience in home
midst of its building proiram, management.
and in close succession Beaumont
Graduate Hall for men and the
Memorial Library, Ganus Student new library wing were completed
Center, and Cathcart Hall took in 1956. Graduate Hall, divided
shape on the campus.
into three sections, provides
I~ the men have somethini to housing- for 185 men with 81
boast about in Armstrong, the single rooms. The library -wing
women think they have more .in includes a reading room, stack
Cathcart. As in the men's dorm facilities, the G. C. Brewer Room,
the rooms are arranied in suites and a typing room.
of two with connecting bath, and
In 10 years 12 new buildings
are equipped with modern metal have gone up on the Harding
furniture in a variety of colors. campus, Five of these are airEach room has two beds, two conditioned: Beaumont Memorial
desks, a dresser, a lounge chair, Library, Ganus Student Center,
large windows, and ample closet Administration- A u d i t o r i u m,
space. Cathcart has a large re- American Studies, and Echo Haception room with a television ven.
Two of them have already had
set and a smaller louniie on the
third floor for informal parties additions. The Bookstore, located
and club meetinis. There are al- in Ganus Student Center, has had
so a kitchen and an ironinir room two additions, the library has
on the second floor for the use added the ifaduate wing.
Present plans call for the conof dormitory residents.
By 1951 Harding had added six struction of a Bible Building, a
new buildings and two more were Health Center, and other dormiscalini the horizon. The Music tory and classroom facilities in
building, completed in 1952, fill- the near future.
ed a crying need on the musically-inclined Harding campus. The
ALMOST ALL OF
biggest need of all, however, was
filled with the completion in 1952
of the Administration-Auditorium
building.
Housing' administrative offices,
two auditoriums, recording studios, and classrooms, this massive
building in the center of the
campus with its huge white columns has become as familiar a
symbol of the college as the entrance gate. It is the heart of
activity on the Harding campus
and fittingly enough it draws to" gether for an hour each l>Chool
day the entire student body and
faculty , in the daily chapel services, which lo~ have been designated as the manifested spirit
of Harding College.
But while the AdministrationAuditorium building may have
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Women's Social Clubs
First to "Pay For Day"

Harding Student Enrollment
From 38 States, 9 Countries

?l
Combined Harding enrollment 0--------------at
both
Searcy
and
Memphis
That Harding students do well
The women's social clubs
Senior Day at Harding
Due in technical fields is proved by
through the Women's Interclub continues above 1,000.
College this year v.{ill be
Council are the first organiza- largely to the shift of all grad- the fact that 57 are enrolled in
April 18. Graduating high
tions on campus to "Pay for a uate Bible work to the Meµiphis pre-professional courses, with 31
school seniors in Arkansas·
Day." Their day is scheduled campus, enrollment on the main of these in pre-engineering, nine
and neighboring states will
for January 17. The sophomore campus in Searcy is less than in pre-medicine, and eight in rebe campus guests that day
class has already entered the ac- last year, but Memphis fjgures lated medical fields.
with the College "open for
have more than trebled, productivity and "paid" for Feb. 7.
Harding Academy in Searcy
inspection."
Activities are still in the
"Pay for a Day" is a plan ing a grand total of 1,026, com- broke all previous fall enrollment
records with a total of 137 regisplanning stage, and invitawhereby friends of the college pared to 1,015 last year.
tered. Several weeks later, when
tions outlining the day's
can aid the school in meeting
886 on Searcy Campus
the high schools of Little Rock
hai;>penings will be mailed
its expenses. By donating $180
The
total
number
of
Harding
later. Tentatively scheduled
failed to open, 23 students from
the donor can enable the school
students at Searcy is 886. These the capitol city were accepted.
are a special chapel proto meet expenses for one day~
students come from 38 states, in- The present net total, after dropgram, a concert by the A
this being the amount not met by
cluding Alaska, and nine foreign outs, is 153 students. Both facCappella Chorus, and an
tuition, student charges, and encountries. Men continue to out- ulty and facilities are being exafternoon baseball game.
dowment.
number women by 484 to 402.
Graduating high school
panded for the spring semester
Although the Women's InterAs usual, the freshman class to take care of as many as 75
seniors are urged to circle
club Council may be the first
outnumbers the others with 369. more Little Rock students who
April 18 on their calendars,
organization to "Pay for a Day."
The junior class is smallest, with are disappointed in the improand to plan now to be on
They will not be the last. All
134 enr0lled.
The sophomore vised educational arrangements
hand for Senior Day at
over campus classes and organiclass has 211; a n d the seniors in their home city.
Harding College.
zations are considering it as a
number 147. There are 16 gradHarding Academy in Memphis
project.
uate students at Searcy, four has 300 students in its first year
post-graduates, and five special of 12-grade operation. Approxistudents.
mately half of these are in the
upper six grades.
821 From Arkansas
In both Searcy and Memphis,
Arkansas still furnished the from pre-school through three
highest number of students to years of graduate work, Harding
the college with 321, but the is directly influencing the lives
Next Program Will Feature Return Engagement Arkansas percentage is gradu- of almost an even 1,500 persons
ally lessening as the popular ity who have been enrolled for study
Of Raul Spivcik, Argentine Pisnist. February 10 of Harding grows in distant and
guidance. That is certainly
areas. Missouri and Texas rank a big, happy, and healthy family.
Eric
Friedman,
sensational
next with 70 and 68, respectivenineteen-year-old violinist, last ist Giovanni Bogarotti.
week's attraction of the 1958-59
Our own Campus Players' pro- ly, followed by Tennessee, with
Harding Lyceum Series, appear- duction of Noel Coward's hilari- 51; Oklahoma, 46; Michigan, 32;
ed in the auditorium on the ous "Blithe Spirit" in November Kansas, 32; California, 27; Illievening of January 9. Fried- was a sample of what is in store nois, 25; Indiana, 22; Ohio, 22;
man, who has played · major when they again face the foot- and Alabama, 21.
Other states sending more
works in public since the early lights on Feb. 28 in Julian
age of eight, made his nationally Thompson's fantasy on Greek than ten students to the Searcy
are
Louisiana
19;
famous' debut in Carnegie Hall at mythology, "Warrior's Husband," campus
the age of seventeen, drawing and on April 10 in Sir James Georgia, 14; and West Virginia,
lavish praise from New York's Barrie's comedy "The Admirable 11.
Plans have materialized and
Harding has 18 foreign stu- the ushering in of spring will find
severist critics.
Crichton."
Friedman is only one of a seaThe
crowning achievement dents this year. There are five Harding College at the climax
son-long series of cultural at- among student productions will students from Canada; four from of a Choral Clinic conducted on
tractions which began early in be on the evening of May 15, Japan; two each from China and the campus by none other than
the fall with Harriet Fitzgerald, when the music and speech de- Africa; and one each from contemporary · composer ·George
a lecturer on modern art. In partments combine to produce Greece, India, Jamaica, Korea, Lynn, of Denver. College and
quick succession were the Chan- the opera "11 Trovatore." Hav- and the Philippines.
high school mu8ic instructors
ticleers male quartet, George ing furnished the star and tenor
and college students from all
Preparation for Teaching
Lucktenberg, harpsichordist, the lead of "Pagliacci," the tenor and
over the stat3 will be invited.
Gay Tyroliers, singers and folk soprano leads of "Cavalleria
Although Bible is the most The core of the clinic will be a
dancers of Austria, and Players, Rusticana," and more than half popular major w ith 87 choices, new major chor,al composition by
Incorporated, presenting Shake- of the chorus in the recent Ark- the various t ypes of Education Lynn which he has written esspeare's "Twelfth Night."
ansas State Opera productions in majors add to a much greater pecially for, and dedicated to, the
Other professional attractions Little Rock, Harding is indeed total. Popularity of individual Harding College A Cappella
coming during spring semester well equipped to present high majors is as follows: Business, Chorus ·and conductor Kenneth
are Raul Spivak, Argentine pi- grade opera here and anywhere. 82; Elementary Education, 77; Davis.
anist in a return engagement on
The cost of the Lyceum Series Home Economics, 61; English, 36;
The new work, which is now
Feb. 10, Rey de la Torre, classi- is covered by registration fees Physical Education, 36; Account- being lithographed for use by the
cal guitarist on Feb. 19, Neil paid at the beginning of each ing, 30; Music, 30; Mathematics,. chorus, is "A Sacred Symphony,"
Douglas, encoring as a lecturer semester. The fee also covers 27; Secondary Education, 26; based on portions of Psalms 8,
on March 5, the Pfeiffer Trio of the cost of the Petit Jean year- Chemistry, 25; Speech, 23; Social 80, 98, and 52, in that order.
instrumentalists on March 18, book, the Bison, College and Science, 19; Biology, 17; Busi- The chorus has already started
and Llord's Puppets on April 3, Academy athletic events, and ness Education, 16; Art, 14; work on the 18-minute choral
with dates yet to be set for services of the health center and Psychology, 14; General Science, symphony and plans to use it on
author Evelyn Eaton and violin- library.
13; and others of less than ten.
spring tour as well as during the
clinic.
The new composition is the
HARDING'S IUILDINGS HAVE BEEN CONSTRUCTED SINCE 1947
second that Lynn has composed
and dedicated to the Harding
Chorus and director Davis, who
was one of his students at Westminster Choir College. The other
was a shorter, but very elaborate
work based on the opening
verses of Psalm 40, entitled, "I
Waited Patiently for the Lord."
It w~s composed as a result of
Lynn's appreciation for the excellent rendition by the chorus
of another of his works, "Jesus
Walked This Lonesome Valley,"
two years ago in Denver.
Present plans call for the clinic
.to be conducted Mar. 19-21 by
Mr. Lynn, using several of his
religious works as material. Final
details of the progr am are now
being worked out by Professor
Davis.

Many Cultural Presentat~ons
Remaining In Lyceum Series

State·Wide Clinic

For Choral Groups
Set for Mar. 19·21

*
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THE HARDING BISON
Searcy, Ark.

1he question is - ..

What Harding Is Really Like
What is Harding College really like to
those who know it and take advantage of
what it has to offer? This is, no doubt,
a question that invades the mind of each
individual who plans to come to Harding.
To you prospective students, may I say
this is not an easy question to answer.
One must attend Harding College to really understand the answer. The happiness
that can be found on our campus and the
consideration and love that each has for
the other is rare indeed.
Those who come to Harding with definite aims and remain to see them developed, altered or discarded are blessed
with an environment for which they
know not how to be thankful when they
come.
Thoughtful students will also ask
themselves what it is in the environment
of Harding College that makes for the
high standard of development that brings
such results as are daily apparent to the
observer.
The answers might be as varied as are
those who find them but they will all be
based upon the fact that there are certain principles which do govern, and always have governed our environment.
Because these principles have guided the
founding of Harding College and its
maintenance to the present time every
student has. a very unusual opportunity
to imbibe them to the extent of assuring
his continued success in the world.
Harding is the ideal of Christian service. It is dedicated to the promulgation of Christian character and to turning out an educated, useful citizenry devoted to serving fellow humans. On our
campus friendliness is contagious, fellowship prevails, love abounds, success
is our aim and heaven is our eternal goal.
You can't go wrong if you choose
Harding-it has much to .offer.

AN APOLOGY
While the regular Bison staff took off
during Christmas holidays, the Publicity
and Publications Office took over to put
out this special promotional issue of the
Bison. It will be mailed to prospective
students to give them a picture of life on
the Harding campus. It will also serve as
a summarizing issue for present students,
giving a wide variety of information
about the College to use as a reference in
writing letters to friends. The Publicity
Office takes this means to thank the
regular staff members who provided .
material for this special edition.
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Editor ............•........... Regina Clary
Assistant Editor ...... Bennie Porter
·~ Business Manager ........ Don Helms
ijf
., . . ,.
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ASSOl·
Ass t. Bus. Mgr ....... Leon Sizemore
Faculty Advisor ................................ Neil B. Cope
News Editor ......................•..................... Sara Good
News Staff .... Pat Huckabee, Bob Silvey, Gary
Ackers, Naomi Walker, Kathy Maddox,
Pat Forsee, Grace Davis, Anita Stone.
Sports Editor ....................•............... Ed Hightower
Sports Staff ........ Harold Valentine, co-editor,
Jim Citty, Donny Berryhill, Clifford
Boatright, Leon Sizemore, Gerald Casey,
Curry Peacock, Neal Stine, Edna Lamberson.
At'lldemy Sports .. ........ ........................ Sid Tate
Society Editor .................................. Lynn Merrick
Society Staff ........ Edna Knore, Alice Conner,
Sara Jane Cullen, Pat Sutherlin, Sandra
Phillips.
Religious Editor ......: .•................... Lynn Anderson
Religious Staff .............. Maurice Haynes, Jack
Campbell, Gerald Ebker, Wayne Arnold.
Columnists .......... Bob Silvey, Keith Floyd, Gary
Ackers, Peachy Hightower, Kelso Waters.
Feature Editor .................•...... ........ Naomi Walker
Feature Writers ............ Betty Olmstead, Linda
Pritchett, Kathy Maddox.
Editorial Staff .......... ... .. ... . .. .. ......... Marilyn Baily
Betty Olmstead, Eddie Campbell
Proofreaders .... Gary Blake, Fay Conley, Gaylon
Bach, Kay Doak.
Copy Readers ............ Pat Huckabee, Fay Conley,
Grace Davis, Gaylon Bach, Joan Lyon,
Georgie Ann Claypool.
Typists ........ Carolyn Sweet, Nelda Walters, Kay
Doak, Linda Crews, Jackie Harrison.
Secretary .............. ... . .... ... .. .. . ... ... Claudette Faulk
Artist .............. :.................... ,............ M·a rian Moore
Cartoonists .......... Cornelius Laird, Bob Wallace
Photographers .......... .... Mike Canoy, Max Cates
Circulation Manager .................... Mozelle Telchik
Circulation Staff .... Margie Clark, Sue Vinther,
Ruth Plank, Linda Crews, Robert
Alvord.
Subscription Price: $2 Per Year
Official student weekly newspaper published
during the regular academic year except holidays and four examination weeks, by the students of Harding College, Searcy, Arkansas.
Entered as second class matter August 18,
1936 at Searcy, Arkansas, Post Office under act
of March 3, 1879.
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By PAT NEAL
What attracted you to come to Harding 'l
Dixie Tessmann offered here."

"The Bible courses that are

Betty Sue Butler - ' 1There was no question
that I would go any place else for we considered
no other college."
Phil Potter - ·~rt is a good liberal arts college
for pre-engineering before going to a university."
Faye Woodham-"The Christian atmosphere."
Judy Dreher cation."

"The idea of a Christian edu-

Ron Files - "I heard it
come to, so I did."

wa~

a good school to

Jerry Benson - "It has a good accounting
department; and for financial reasons."
Jerry Atkinson mainly."

"The A Cappella Chorus,

Mary Elizabeth Bolen the students."

"Did you get your term paper written?"

THE INNER MAN
By WAYNE ARNOLD
From the beginning of creation it seems that
men have been in search of acceptable excuses
for avoiding responsibility toward God. Throughout both Old Testament and New alike we have
recorded numerous incidents where men have
sought diligently for such excuses. During every
part of history since then we have recorded
various cases where men have looked for them.
In our present age we can see men still seeking
for those excuses which would relieve them of
their obligation toward God.
From reading the Scripture we can see that
those looking for excuses for avoiding responsibility during the Biblical times found in their
quest only a sharp rebuke .or a sentence of condemnation. And from the pages of later history we can read where others who continued
to seek for such excuses did so in vain. But
in this modern day we see that man, with his
more fully developed mind, has come up with
something new and seemingly unrefutable to
rid him of his responsibility. He has come up
with a "scientific excuse!"
During the recent past decades the sciences
have thrown new light on the influence of
heredity and environment upon the individual.
While psychologists, sociologists, and anthropologists - those who perhaps know most about
the hold of the past upon the present - are
using this newly-found knowledge as an instrument of social darification. Many others are
at the same time conspicuously using it to
formulate excuses for avoiding responsibility.
It has been shown by science that our powers
are conditioned by heredity and that, because
of inherited characteristics, many individuals
are greatly limited or seriously handicapped
both mentally and physically from their birth.
Science has also pointed out that our powers
are conditioned by our environment. Parental
attitudes, social and economic conditions, and
cultural patterns have all been shown to exert
such a shaping force upon the life of the individual that they virtually add up to a new kind of
fate. These facts relevant to heredity and environment cannot be changed by the individual.
It is here that the self-excusing individual seem.-

ingly has found a handy means of destroying
his accountability to God.
At least two emotion-laden reasons invite selfexcusing people to stress the importance of
heredity - and environment. In the first place,
many such people find in the heredity and
environment argument a com.fortini: explanation of their own shortcomings. We have all
met the fellow who declare• almost proudly that
he has never been able to control his temper
because he takes after his grandfather, or the
fellow who can't make himself work because he
was "just born lazy." And we have all, no
doubt, met the person who excuses himself from
moral and spiritual obligations by simply referring to a few unpleasant past experiences
and, by them, shows how environmental influences have left upon him some "scars" which
make it impossible for him to direct his actions
in the proper channels at present. In the second place, the self-excusing people use the same
argument to escape responsibility for social and
spiritual ills of others; the miseries of the dispossessed drunkard, prostitute, thief, and begger are explained away as the result of their
coming from bad stock and not having in them
the stuff that makes for "success": "Take them
out of the slums today, and they'd be right
back tomorrow."
Such arguments do not detract from the im- .
portance of heredity, but they do invite us to
examine our own reasons for wanting to count
heredity and environment important. We may
be surprised to discover ourselves smoothly attributing to heredity and QOVironment what
might better and more rightfully be attributed
to our personal habit systems or to shortcomings within the local church.
With respect to heredity and childhood conditioning we cannot change the facts. What
has happened has happened, and here we are.
We can, however, change our attitudes toward
the facts, and our attitude will largely determine whether or not we meet our individual
responsibilities to God. May we as Christians
be ready always to ask ourselves this question
with complete honesty: What practical changes
do I have the power to make in the unsatisfactory present 'l

OPERATION 'PANTRY SHELF' IS BIG STUDENT SUCCESS
The Pantry Shelf project of the Student Association accumuJated 1,490 cans of food contributed
by students in a planned campaign of ten weeks. From the pantry shelf each of 16 families
chosen through the elders of the College Church recieved an average of 98 cans of basic foods.
Students packi?g box~s f~r distribution are, left to right; Jerry Ebker, Owensville, Mo., junior;
Martha Bennefield, Wichita, Kans., sophomore; Pat Sutherlin, Searcy, junior; Donnie Lamb
Wayne, Mich., sophomore; and Mavis Baldwin, Anchorage, Alaska sophomore who planned
the project from the beginning.
'
'

"The friendliness of

Norma Thomas "Because Harding is a
Christian college and has a Christian environment."
Reuben Reed -

"Because of Norma Thomas."

Lois Cobb-;- "For the Christian atmoSPhere."
Morine Sparkman - "Because of my wonderful and true friends who are devoted Christians.
They make my life full of many joys which
wouldn't be possible anywhere else than Harding."
Donna Henman - "I heard there were some
good looking, eligible, young men here."

INNOVATION
By BOB SILVEY

a

Wolfgang Mozart was composer at the age
of five. Michaelangelo, a boy of eighteen, was
the world's greatest sculptor. The poetic works
of William Cullen Bryant marked him as a
prodigy at seventeen. The ideas of Newton at
twenty-three revolutionized physics for centuries. The young Van Cliburn recently won
international acclaim as an outstanding pianist.
The early achienments of these men can, in
large measure, be attributed to their superior
intellect and natural abilities. However, without an unflagging spirit of individual initiative
they would have accomplished nothing noteworthy.
In fact, whenever an innovation occurs, the
personal determination and perseverance of a
single person is found to be the motivating
force. In today's mileau of togetherness, planned obsolescence and the massmind, the easiest
oourse is to read McCall's, buy your Buick, turn
on your stereo, lean back, relax, and dreamily
peer down from your split-level in the suburbs
at life, a rosy-hued phantasy, being safely escorted along her track by Eisenhower, Miltown,
and Chet Brinkley. But don't. For this is the
sort of decadent conformity that ruined Rome.
It destroys the personal will to do, to accomplish, and to improve. It breeds a collective
homogeneity which drowns individual genius and
stifles the progress of society. The only cure
for this disease is a resurgance of individual
initiative.
"But what does all this have to do with me,"
murmurs John Q. Public, "I'm no Einstein, and
I can't compose music at forty-five , much less
at five." John Q. sits comfortably in his newly
acquired Volkswagen, proof of his newly acquired non-conformity. "I don't see what you're
getting at,'' he says.
Just this. Everyone has 'a certain potential
ability to achieve. Let's say yours is 100. Maybe Newton's was 300. The point is, Newton
came close to scoring 300 in his lifetime. You
achieve 100 and although your niche in history
may not be secure, you will have been of maximum value to yourself and mankind. Your potential cannot be realized, however without
dogged perseverance, a productive im~gination,
and hard work.
"Oh! Now it's coming clear," J.Q.P. intones,
blissfully living modern, while What's Up Front,
as usual, is counting for all it's worth. "All I've
gotta do is give what I've got to give, and I'm
as great as Newton."
Great! Well, maybe successful is a better
choice in this case. But John Q. Public was already gone, roar.ing off toward the turnpike and
Madison Avenue, the Mecca of Togetherness.
THOUGHTS ON PROCRASTINATION:
Never put off until ioworrow what should
have been done yesterday.

* * • •
· The time to quit a bad habit is the last time
you did it, not the next time.

• • • •

He who hesitates probably would not have
done it, anyway.

* • * •
Are you going to let tomorrow's exams become yesterday's failures?

• • • •

Keep alert to today and you will not get
caught between the regrets of yesterday and
the fears of tomorrow.

THE HARDING BISON, Searcy, Ark.

What Is Harding College?

*

Administration-Auditorium Building also contains some classroom1.

Small and large problems are solved in a peaceful atmosphere.

The lily pool is a favored spot to spend spare moments.

School of American Studies, one of seven air-conditioned buildings.

Women's Dormitories: Pattie Cobb Hall, above; Cathcart Hall, below.

This may sound like a vain question
to those of us who are here, but let's ask
ourselves if we have ever really evaluated
our true impressions and stated them in
such a way that others can understand
the extra dimension a college like Harding has. Perhaps we have been so close
. to the picture that we need to back up
and look at it objectively in order to reproduce it in perspective.
We could begin by adding up the
things we see and feel; trees and beautiful grounds, buildings going up while
others come down to make way for progress, inspiring chapel services, the enchantment of dorm life, weary evenings
of study because we neglected to budget
our time, excitement at intramural and
intercollegiate games, classes, exams, new
and uplifting friendships - the list could
go on and on.
But, is there anything so different
about these? Do not other colleges, to
some degree, have a measure of each?
Yet, there is something vitally different
about Harding. What is it?
·
We believe the real difference lies in
the fact that people here have a greater
purpose inspiring their aims and efforts.
Harding is certainly no place for students
who move aimlessly through college only
because they have had it hammered into
them that a college education is necessary for economic or social success in
life. Harding produces neither social
parasites nor intellectual drones.
Instead, this student body - almost to
a man - is dedicated to growth and
service in the fields of life. It is natural
that some form of teaching - · in classroom, mission field, or pulpit - would
lead in aim-inspiring power over Harding
students. But any field that offers
ample opportunities of service to God
and man can and does exercise its pull
toward worthy goals.
Whatever field is chosen, it is based on
a noble aim and purpose. It may be
teaching, preaching, mission work, eldership, or other means of direct Christian
service. It may be business administration where so many opportunities ·
exist for Christian lights to show the
way. Perhaps it is in preparation for
higher training in medicine, law, engineering, or other highly specialized
fields. It could even be the simple but
most worthy aim of being Christian
homemakers. Whatever the details, the
common denominator is service to God
and man.
The entire picture is indeed a beautiful one. It is beyond the powers of description. Although one must stand back
a distance in order to see it, paradoxically, one must be in it - a part of it - in
order to understand it. Yet it is still
not possible to describe so others can
understand it.
Harding naturally attracts superior
students because Harding offers what
they are seeking - the best in academic
training in an ideal Christian climate
which promotes more healthy growth in
mind and spirit. And, having grown
themselves, they move on into the stream
of life and help others to grow.
We are glad to be a part of it, and
believe you will feel the same way.

S

Science Hall, another of seven buildings containin,g classrooms.
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Student workers and supervisors keep all campus buildings cleaned and waxed.

Job Opportunities for Students in Auxiliary Enterprises
Harding's auxiliary enterprises application letter three months local off-campus jobs are being
serve a double purpose. They before enrollment. It is indeed made available. At present, apnot only provide employment op- advisable to describe special proximately 50 students hold
portunities for students who can- qualifications and experience in various part-time jobs in and
not otherwise pay all of their your application letter.
The around Searcy - some of which
expenses, but also contribute a scope of jobs is broad, reaching require higher skills and bring in
healthy portion of income to the from the simplest of unskilled ac- greater pay. Wives of married
college coffers. Seven per cent tivities to such special qualifica- students are also profitably emof last year's income ($114,637.37 tions as those of nurses,- printers ployed in full time jobs both on
above expenses) ·came through and life guards.
and off the campus.
these enterprises. Another comIt is the job of the work coMany Harding students do well
parison that is even more under- ordinator to make the qualified in summer employment in other
standable is that every four dol- student and the job meet. Some- parts of the world - some as
lars of College income from stu- times, changes and adjustments far away as Alaska. Quite a few
dent tuition and fees is supple- need to be made during the sea- amass enough of that "take
mented by another dollar from son, and will be cheerfully made home" stuff to pay their full
auxiliary enterprise net income. by Mr. Bowie who always has a year's college expenses, . includStude~t income from on- willing ear for student problems. ing ample funds for peanuts and
campus employment provides an- Bowie is justifiably proud of the Cokes. A survey made among a
other $55,000 per school year to work situation. There is not a 25% cross-section of students
help them pay their expenses. single full time employee in jani- last spring disclosed the fact that
One out of four students is em- torial service, not even in a su- three out of four Harding stuployed through the student em- pervisory capacity. It is all done dents earn at least a part of their
ployment program. The aver- and run by students - a system school expenses. Student earnage contribution toward expenses not only astounding in its ef- ings accounted for 45.2% of their
is a little over $100 per student ficiency but also quite unique expenses. Of those earning part
per semester, amounting to more among colleges of any size. This of their expenses, 78.5 % of the
than $200 for the school year. naturally helps to cut mainten- money was earned during the
These simple facts help account ance costs in addition to provid- summer vacation period and
21.5% during the school term.
for the educational bargain that ing work opportunities.
With more and more local
Work comes natura}ly to Harhas kept the tuition and living
expenses of Harding students business men praising the dili- ding students. Perhaps that is
well below the national average gence and dependability of Har- why they are such good students
ding students more and more on the basis of all measurements.
for even state schools.
There was a time when job
Some high-skill jobs are available.
opoprtunities were few at Harding and almost all of these
were literally grounded in the
good earth of the hills and plains
of north central Arkansas where
the College is located. But now,
in addition to operating extensive
farm properties including a
modern dairy, Harding also owns
and operates a print shop, book
store, college inn, dining hall and
dormitories, faculty apartments
and housing, a recently remodeled and modernized laundry, and a large warehouse in
Memphis which was purchased
as an endowment investment.
Harold Bowie is Harding's coordinator of student employment,
and is the man to contact for a
job. Usually it begins with an

Beaumont Memorial Library Is Campus Cultural Center

Whatever the weather - hot
or cold, rain or shine the
Beaumont Memorial Library is
a frequent habitat for Harding
students. It offers the abundant
material, convenient facilities,
restful atmosphere, and friendly
service that are such vital study
aids to the student body.
As for material - well, the library is ever increasing its
supply. It houses 52,000 volumes
-an increase of two thousand
since last year-and 350 different periodicals - as compared
to 300 last year.
The library has at its disposal
a $50,000 grant from the Beaumont Foundation which it will
receive over a four-year period.
This grant will be used to
strengthen the library's material
on American Studies subjects.
Other grants enable the library
to grow and strengthen its material so it can meet the demands
of the ever-increasing student
body. For ins~ce, it plans to
increase its material in the field
of education ·as the college broadens its undergraduate and graduate education program.

brary houses the bound periodicals and the volumes which the
students are free to check out
for a two-week period. Others,
such as encyclopedias, Who's
Who and other reference works
are arranged on shelves in the
main reading room. The recent
issues of periodicals are also
downstairs in the periodicals
reading room.

The newest addition to the library is a spacious reading room
available to juniors and seniors.
Work was begun on this wing
in 1956, and the addition was
opened for use in the summer of
'57.
This year the services of the
library have branched out to include many new things and to
expand some old services. For
instance, the library now has the
responsibility of buying and processing books for the Memphis
graduate Bible branch of Harding. Too, it has had additional
slides added to its collections for
use in library instruction. These
will be used through the cooperation of the freshman English
classes to instruct new students
Of particular interest to minis- on the uses of library facilities.
terial students are the books of
The campus service clubs are
the late G. C. Brewer, for 54 also working with the library
years a minister of the gospel.
The 1,175-volume collection is
housed in a private room in the
library and is known as the G.
C. Brewer Collection. Composed
largely of Brewer'. s religious
books, the collection includes 47
volumes of the Gospel Advocate,
dating back to 1871, and numerous early religious debates.

staff in a book program this year.
The majority of the clubs have
agreed to have programs based
on books so that the use of good
books can be expanded to include not only class study but
extracurricular activities as well.
In the Spring the library will
sponsor a combined book exhibit
which will be of special interest
to prospective teachers. These
books will be on display the entire month of April.
Miss Annie Mae Alston has
been the Harding librarian for
many years and has endeared
herself to the faculty and students of Harding. A '39 graduate
of Harding, she adds warmth and
sincere friendliness to the rest
of the services the library offers.
In Little Rock last year she was
elected state president of the
Arkansas Library Association for
the year 1957-58, and in 1956-57
was chairman for the Arkansas
College Section. Right now, as
Arkansas executive chairman of
National Library Week, she is
making plans for this great April
event.
These honors go to show how
Miss Alston works both on and
off campus to upgrade library
efficiency and service here and
in surrounding areas.

The library contains three
spacious rooms equipped with
tables and chairs, where the students often do their studying.
The upstairs section of the li-

American Studies Tour Is Both Exciting and Enlightening
by Sue Vinther

The School of American Studies is a special program of
Harding to train young men and women for leadership careers
in business, public life, and education. The program includes
three teaching methods: formal training, observation tours,
and special seminars, with outstanding experts of their fields
used in all three ways when they are available. One part of
the program - a pre-holiday tour in Chicago - is reported
here from the daily diary of Sue Vinther, Dallas, Tex., one of
the six women now taking part in the American Studies
program.

SUNDAY: I'm sorry I missed
writing in you last night, but I
spent the whole night on the
train. You know what a flurry
I've been in lately getting hats,
gloves, coats, and clothes that
will look appropriate in offices
and still keep me warm in
Chicago. I'll bet all twenty boys
that have come didn't fret as under the wing of Santa Fe - Chinatown, the Chicago River,
much over what to take as we sitting in plush thrones on their Lake Michigan, and the Planesix girls did.
nicest coach while friendly com- tarium
(from the outside).
Anyway, we arrived about pany officials explained piggy- Chicago is warm enough to get
noon today, six hours late and back transport, the electronic attached to now, so naturally,
thoroughly tired of train travel. railroad yard, what is required this is the last night in town. I
A couple of our sportsmen went of railroad men and their guess that means I'll miss the
into the below zero weather to families, and the whole rail- Italian food, but I think I made
up for it tonight with Smorgassee a professional football game, roading business.
but the rest of us stayed pretty
Over half of our group, those board.
close to our new home (the interested in accounting, got to
THURSDAY: Much has hapAllerton Hotel) until church visit Arthur Anderson's Account- pened since my last remarks. As
time. Then some of our group ing firm next. I didn't go, but soon as we checked out of the
met with the congregation a the ones who did came back all hotel yesterday morning we saw
few blocks away in the YMCA, enthused about it. Some of them the Chicago Board of Trade It has been many years since have completed at least one also include an equal grant to but most of us went to the even want to join up!
the most exciting thing on the
any recent instance has been semester of work at Harding and the college chosen by the stu- Cornell Avenue
congregation
I took the time to shop in trip, I think. One hundred mildent.
proved
their
ability
to
do
colcited of a person riding a mule
where Wimpy Wright's brother Marshall Field's, and did I ever lion dollars worth of trade goes
to the gate of a college with lege work. A special loan fund
The most recent aid grant of preaches. We met an old grad, get lost! When I finally got back on there every day, and I didn't
some farm produce and a few for pre-engineering students un- great importance is that of the Lawrence Barclay, on the bus on I was much too tired to join n even know it existed! I believe
belongings, and saying, "I want der the same qualifications is National Defense Student Loan the way to church, and he and big group who went to see we were all dumbfounded by the
to get educated. Here is all I available.
Program established for the cur- everybody there were really Cinerama.
busy noise and handsignaling have. I'll work out the rest."
Scholarships are also given for rent fiscal year by an act of nice. By the time we got home,
TUESDAY: This day started it looked like war!
Congress.
The
Program
allows
outstanding
work
in
special
Yet much more and much
I was really ready for supper early, too, because we had to
Some of us were pretty worgreater opportunities of financial areas, such as art, music, dra- qualifying students to borrow as and it was Chinese!
take the "L" all the way to ried about our stomachs, because
aid to education exist today than matics, or science. In addition much as $1,000 per year, up to a
MONDAY: We did most of our Evanston, to spend the day at before we could eat we had a
ever existed in the past. But, in to these, awards are given to maximum of $5,000 under very town travel on the elevated the Washington National Insur- date with the mayor, Richard J.
spite of the vast improvement in students who rank high on attractive interest and condi- train and busses, and it took a ance Company. It's almost a Daley. But when we got in his
tions. Among the conditions are long ride to get us to the stock town within itself - all kinds of
opportunities, thousands of quali- national intelligence tests.
office I forgot about food; there
fied high school graduates fail to
Most frequently overlooked by these:
yards to visit Swift & Company. officials, departments, conference were so many questions I wanted
go on to college each year be- prospective college students are
Repayment does not begin I believe the boys enjoyed seeing rooms, a cafeteria, hospital, and to ask him. We got to ·see the
cause of insufficient funds.
scholarships and other forms of until after one year after the the Martha Logan kitchens as guides. They were very good to building plans he has for the
At the same time, thousands aid from other sources than the student ceases to be a full-time much as we girls, and we in us; they fed us very well, and city, including a big new airport,
of dollars in scholarships go un- college of their choice. The most student and can be paid off in turn were interested in learning they taught us about insurance but there was something on his
claimed each year because stu- famous of these sources - and ten years thereafter. There is no about all the projects Swift is generally, Washington National desk that I thought was even
is interest prior to beginning of engaged in. But I believe I liked specifically, and management and more interesting - a statue of
dents do not realize they may probably frighteningly so be eligible for them. These range the National Merit Scho!arship repayment, and interest is only Mr. Renecker's brief talk about personnel. Believe it or not, the a little donkey with a shamrock
from scholarships and ioans by Foundation which is currently at the rate of 3% per year. In the relationship of the worker speeches and speakers were de- in its mouth - an Irish Demofoundations and large corpora- aiding 3.500 outstanding stu- event of death, the obligation is to the industry and the industry lightful, including Dr. G. R. Ken- crat!
to the nation best of all. And dall, an old friend of Harding
tions to grants and scholarships dents of the nation to attain a canceled.
Little suspecting it would be
by the educational institutions college education in the instituA special cancellation privilege what advertising - huge plates and Chairman of the Executive our last meal until midnight, we
tion of their choice. Four of for future teachers allows the of roast beef for lunch!
Committee!
themselves.
snatched a lunch and went to
I saw a lot of Chicago tonight the Educational Center of the
That afternoon was spent
Harding, through the more these National Merit Scholarship writing off of as much as 50% of
winners
are
now
·
enrolled
at
the loan <Including interel!t) at
than 30 different scholarship and
International Business Machines
American Studies tour give11 sample of real thing.
loan funds available to aid Harding. They are Myra Sue the rate of 10% per year for
'Corporation (that's IBM). Their
deserving students, is currently Dasher, Valdosta, Ga.; David each school year of teaching in
Guest Services whisked us
helping 15% of the student body. Finley, Washington, D. C.; John public elementary or high schools
around in their modernistic
Milton, Ft. Smith; and Bob Sil- after· college graduation. The
building, and, as had been hapScholarships are available to vey,' who won his scholarship
Director of Admissions of Harpening on the whole trip, atvaledictorians and salutatorians
while living in Oklahoma City. ding College can give· you more
tempted to acquaint us with the
from high schools having at least
whole business in a few hours.
A dozen other Harding stu- information.
50 in the graduating class. Aid
Personally, I prefer people to
dents
have received the benefit
for students who are not valeApplications for scholarships
machines, but these machines
dictorians or salutatorians or of scholarships from sources are handeled by the Director of
were not only efficient and
Admissions. These letters, listing
who come from schools with less other than the college.
clever, some of them even had
than 50 graduating seniors is
Another type of scholarship academic and extra-curricular
personality!
given on the basis of high school that is becoming increasingly activities and class ranking, are
But we had a train to catch,
' records.
available is the type offered by requested at the same time adso there was another marathon
The student who enters Har- Bell Telephone, Butler Manu- mission forms and room reservato the train station, a reunion
ding with an average high school facturing, General Electric, Gulf tions are sent. A letter of recom- ·
with the luggage left that
record, but above average ability, Oil, and others. These are mendation from a teacher or
morning, and a sigh of relief as
also has a chance of qualifying awarded on certain conditions school administrator who knows
we climbed on board, Searcy.
for aid. The school has available to children of employees, and, of a student's work is also helpbound.
e. loan fund for students who in addition to the student grant, ful.

Scholarships and Loans Available for Qualified Stu dents

Former Staff Member
Entertains With Recital

Harding's 31 social clubs f o r m o - - - - - - - - - - - - - - the cog around which the ·entire that "_special person" for a date.
social life of the campus revolves.
The social clubs also sponsor
To the newcomer on the cam- the annual campus beauty conpus the maze of club jackets, tests. Selecting candidates for
symbols, and names is confus- Queen of the Petit Jean yearbook
ing. Aside from the obvious is the special property of the
choice of which club to join, the men's clubs, and nominating canbig question in the mind of the didates for May Queen is the
average freshman is "What's it privilege of the women's clubs.
all about?"
Finalists chosen by the entire
Since a student body of 1,000 student
body
bespeak
the
cannot be welded into one social thoroughness with which the reorganization, the solution is a spective jobs are performed.
number of smaller organizations.
Competing for the honor of
In club activities-- regular meet- reigning on May Day are Joyce
ings, informal parties, banquets Jennings, Clarksville; Mary Masand outings - each member has sey, Anderson, Ind.; Carole
the opportunity to express him- Thomas, Corning; and Sue Vinself, develop his leadership abil- ther, Dallas, Tex. Finalists in
ities, and learn the spirit of co- the ru~ing for queen of the
operation.
Petit Jean are Betty Clark, WinAt Harding no one is "left out kelman, Ariz.; Claudette DuBois,
in the cold" as is the case in Jackson, Miss.; and Sallie Turmost colleges where tight fra- ner, Charleston, W. Va.
ternities and sororities control
In line with the entire philosothe social life. Every Harding phy of life at Harding social clubs
student has the privilege of be- are also service clubs - filling
ing a member of one of the so- needs as they arise. Some of the
cial clubs - usually the club of clubs have established scholar.first or second choice. Also, ships for needy students. Others
during pledge week, clean fun clothe orphans. Many have doand sportsmanship is in order, nat ed trophy cases, silver service
with dangerous and extremely sets, and other needed items to
humiliating assignments and ini- the school. A few of the clubs
tiations prohibited.
make annual presentations, such
Right now, with the banquet as the one to the student who
season beginning, freshmen and most nearly exemplifies the Harnew students are learning the ding spirit and another to the
real worth of club life at Har- club with the highest scholastic
ding. Many hours of preparation average.
In the spring clubs will be takprecede the donning of frilly
formals and serge suits ·- choos- ing off for Petit Jean park, Camp
ing a theme, planning the menu, Tahkodah, Blanchard Springs,
practicing the entertainment and and other favorite outing spots;
decorating the banquet hall. In then social activities take the
all these activities lasting friend- forms of hiking, boating, and
Treating
ships are formed. And, of course, mountain climbing.
the occasion for these activiites sore muscles, sunburn, and chigis also the occasion for asking ger bites .comes later.

Nick Kefalopoulos

Greek Student Describes
Customs of Home Folks
By Anita Stone

finalists, (I. to r.), Sue Vinther, Carole Thomas, Joyce Jennings and Mary Maasey,
of May; Claudette DuBois, Betty Clark and Sallie Turner, for Petit Jean Queen.

Beta Tau Gamma
Miss Irene Johnson, sponsor of
Beta Tau Gamma, gave the annual Christmas party for the club
at her apartment Monday night,
Dec. 15.
The living room was decorated
with a white Christmas tree
trimmed with pink balls, and a
center piece of an angel and angel hair on the coffee table.
Each girl wrote ~ letter , to
Santa Claus; then the letters
were read aloud. The writer of
the best letter received a sucker.
Then each girl made a hat out of
crepe paper, and the three winners picked were Barbara Jones,
Gloria Land and Kay Wilson.
Miss Johnson was given a
matching set of pajamas, duster,
and slippers by the club.
Refreshments of cocoanut cake,
ice cream and lime sherbert
punch were served, followed by
group singing of Christmas carols
and a lively game of rhythm .
The first meeting of the club
in January will be a Pizza supper.

Las Compcaneras
Members of'the Las Companeras social club met Sunday evening, December 7, after church,
and enjoyed a pizza supper in
the apartment of their sponsor,
Miss Joyce Riggs. Lots of delicious pizza was served with Cokes
and favors. It was topped off
with ice cream served as dessert.
Banquet plans and ideas were discussed.
A work meeting was held on
Monday night, December 15, to
prepare decorations for the banquet.

Nick Kefalopoulos, a sophomore pre-med student from
Greece, is one of the several
foreign students who came to
Harding to continue his education.
Dating customs are among the
social differences between the
United States and Greece that
Nick mentioned upon being interviewed. In his native country
boys do not date until they are
18 or 19 years old and then it is
Banquet with that "favorite" date.
done secretly. Although parents
Cafeteria Employees
disapprove of dating, almost
everyone who wants to marry
Mrs. Corinne Hart entertained
does date. Boys must be 24 the student employees of the
years old and have been in the cafeteria with an open house at
army before they marry.
her home at 1008 West Arch.
Nick said that the · Greek
The serving table, attended
people are very secretive. Handby Ruth Buchanan and Mary
work provides most of the employment for the six-day work Jane Wisenbaker, was decorated
week. The main religion of with a cutwork cloth and a centerpiece of red and silver ChristGreece is Greek Orthodox.
One adjustment that Nick had mas decorations. A similar arto make upon coming to the rangement stood on the buffet,
United States involved food. In flanked by tall red tapers in a
A white
his native country butter and oil silver candelabra.
are used for cooking instead of Christmas tree with blue lustre
water. Meat is included in the balls and icicles was in the livmenu only about once or twice a ing room.
The guests played the piano,
week. Hot milk is the main
sang Christmas carols and exbeverage.
Although Greeks and Ameri- changed gifts. Bob Daugherty
cans think and act differently gave a Christmas reading and a
and he expected more social life trio composed of Leon Sizemore,
in American colleges, Nick admits Bill Matthews and Weldon Henthat he likes almost everything drix sang.
Mrs. Hart was given a blue
at Harding. Certainly we are
When freshman girls arrive on . begin arriving. They organize
happy to have this dashing duster with slippers to match by
the Harding Campus excited and and assign themselves in groups young Greek around the campus. the student employees.
a little scared, each one has a to each of the women's dormifriendly upper classman waiting tories. As new students arrive,
to show her the way around.
they greet them, introduce them
Home Ee. students get practical experience.
This is not a last minute af- to the house mother, direct them
fair, however. Early in the sum- to their rooms, and acquaint
mer specially selected girls begin them with enrollment procedures.
writing letters to the prospective
To quell the first pangs of
freshman. These letters full of homesickness the Big Sisters
friendly advice and information sponsor Sunday night parties in
about college life, give new girls each of . the dormitory wings,
an early favorable impression of complete with popcorn, Cokes,
Harding.
games, and gab. Mrs. Inez PickThe history of the organization ens, dean of women, has only
goes back eight years, when ob- praise for the Big Sisters. "They
servation proved to the admini- work harder than anyone around
stration that the persons suited here at the opening of school,"
to ai"ding freshmen and new stu- she says, "And I know that they
dents in adjusting were older do a job because every year
students who had weathered the when it is time to select again
same storm.
I always receive applications
Each year the Big Sisters ar- from girls who want to be Big
rive a few days early in order to Sisters because their Big Sisters
be ready when the new students were such a help to them."

Big Sisters Prevent Homesickness

• ,1

William Ringham, pianist extraordinary and member of the
Harding music faculty during the
first year of Professor Glenn Fulbright's leave of absence to work
on his doctorate, presented a
concert in the Harding Auditorium last Monday evening.
Ringham, a member of Phi Mu
Alpha professional music fraternity, is currently on the staff of
the Conservatory of Music at
Christian College, junior college
for women, at Columbia, Mo.,
where he teaches piano, theory,
and music appreciation. He attained both bachelor's and master's degrees at the University
of Indiana, and has since continued his ~ studies there under
Sidney Foster.
A native of Indiana, :s,ingham
was awarded a: scholarship by the
Harry Clyde Marquette Memorial Scholarship Foundation of
Chicago for his undergraduate
study. As a student, he entered
the annual concerto competition
at Indiana University and was
chosen te appear as piano soloist with the Indiana Philharmonic Orchestra, directed by the
late Ernst Hoffman.
His current concert tour began
in Corpus Christi, Tex., on Jan. 5,
and ends on Jan. 16 in Winfield, Kans.

Interest Clubs Dedicated to Service
Th,e typical Harding student is
inspired by some well-defined
aim in life and is naturally attracted to one of the special
interest clubs which have been
organized to expand hobbies.
perform services, and develop
improvement in their chosen
fields. Frequently, several students jointly realize that another special interest club is
needed, and a new organization
becomes active.
Some of these, such as the
Florence Cathcart Chapter of
Future Teachers of America, are
units in national organizations.
Several local members of FTA
have served as state and national
officers, and Harding's chapter
is one of the largest in the state.
All members seem agreed that
immeasurable benefits have come
through mutual exchan1:es of information within the organization.
The A Tempo Club is an active
group of those interested in music, regardless of their majors.
Almost all members, however,
are either music students or in
some way connected with one of
the performing musical organizations of the campus. Meetings
are devoted to listening, periodic discussions on musical topics,
or other activities which increase
understanding and appreciation
of music. The club sponsors recitals and provides performers
for both on-campus and off-campus entertainment.
A club naturally attractive to
women of the college is the
Home Economics Club, which accents the encouragement of interest in home economics.
Striving for international cooperation through international
understanding is the Modem
Language Club. This new club
on campus offers students interested in the languages and customs of other nations an opportunity to learn and teach a
better understanding of other
nationalities.
When the weather changes
from good to bad, or from in
between to either, you see cameras clicking on the campus, if
it is not a member of the publications office or one of the student publications staff, chances
are good that it is one or more
members of the Camera Club.
At meetings, members not only
get good advice from trained

camera artists but also profit
by mutual exchange of mistakes
and successes. The club also
sponsors photographic contests.
One of the most practical
groups on the campus is the
Dactylolo1Y Club, which teaches
students to use sign language in
order to prepare them to communicate with and teach the
deaf. It offers classes on all
levels so that a member can proceed as fast as he can master the
art of "finger talking." Members of the club conduct worship
services for the deaf in Little
R&ck. Three Harding graduates
and former members of the club
are now engaged in full time
work with the deaf. Club members sponsor and conduct an
annual Bible camp for deaf children each summer at Camp
Wyldewood. So much interest
has been 1:enerated on the campus by the club that a course in
sign language is now a part of
Harding's curriculum.
The Bijutsu Club, formerly the
Bohemian Club, has as its goal
a deeper appreciation of art. It
is open to all students but is of
particular interest to art majors.
. The Science Club holds interesting meetings in the field . of
science for all those whose mterests lie in this direction. This
club also sponsors speakers and
movies in its field.
For those in the business field
the Pi Gamma Psi accounting
club presents material of special
interest.
The Circle-K Club is a campus
men's service organization spon:sored by Kiwanis International,
and has proved to be an outstanding asset to both campus
and community.
The campus chapter of Pi
Kappa Delta national forensics
fraternity is most attractive to
speech majors who strive diligently to earn coveted membership.
The Bisons Pep Club was organized last year when Harding reestablished intercollegiate
sports after an 18-year lapse. It
has done an excellent job of encouraging the teams and pepping up the spectators.
A relatively new club on the
campus is the Harding unit of
the Intercollegiate Society of Individualists organized a year ago
under the sponsorship of vice
president Clifton L. Ganus.

Home Management Learned by Doing
A home away from home is t h e < > - - - - - - - - - - - - - - title of Echo Haven, home man- ing, washing dishes, or cleaning.
The house is more than a
agement house for the departplace to establish closer friendment of home economics.
The brick house, built in 1953, ships, learn cooperation and reis air conditioned and furnished sponsibility, and have a good
with modern furniture and ap- time.
The girls boast of their own
pliances. The automatic washer
and drier, electric stove and re- abilities when they are loath to
frigerator make it like the home leave their own cooking to rethe girls want to own later.
turn to the meals of the cafeThe home management house teria.
Boys about campus show they
plays an important part in the
education of the home economics are well aware of the many good
major. Six girls live in the house things that come out of Echo
for a nine week period under the Haven. Among the six girls who
guidance of a resident teacher. lived in the house this fall, two
They receive three college credits marched down the aisle to be
and much worthwhile experience given in marriage. Several others
applying all the many things they seemed to have developed an exlearn in lecture courses.
tra sparkle in their eyes to inThe girls are divided into work dicate that someone special has
groups, each group being in been impressed by their newcharge of a chore such as cook- found skills.
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Speech and Music Departments
Combine to Produce G~od Opera

Husband· Wife Dramatic Team
Make Campus Players Like Pros

After a series of successes cliThe bass role is tentatively asmaxed by last year's production
of "Pagliacci," the Music and signed to Bob Sullins, senior muThe curtain closes amid thun3peech departments are moving sic major from Memphis, who
dering applause of an apprecia- presents a minimum of ten oneact
plays
with
all
of
the
work
boldly into one of the operatic plans to return to the campus
tive audience. The cast, only
slightly relaxed from the tension done by students - all the way
W"orld's more difficult produc- for the spring semester. Sullins
of its successful performance, from choosing the play to acting
tions, "Il Trovatore/' by Giusepp€ is an old hand in opera at HarMembers of
ding, having sung major roles in
lines up for the cuttain call. and directing.
Verdi.
"Pagliacci" last spring and "SunBack stage, the crew prepares Campus Players receive autoIn
making
the
announcement
day Excursion" in 1957.
for the clean-up which will con- matic membership in the Guild,
)f such a major production fo r
Success of previous Harding
tinue into the small hours of the which has a total membership of
;he night of May 15, Dr. Erle T. opera productions, particularly
175
persons
~
almost
the
only
morning. Another major pro\foore,
chairman
of
the
Music
"Pagliacci" last May, caused the
duction- one of three which the seating capacity of the Small
Jepartment and director of tht Arkansas State Opera to draw
dramatic department produces on Auditorium where the plays are
nusical portion of all of Har- more heavily on Harding last
its own for the Harding College produced.
ling's many successful operas fall for talent than on all other
This
season's
productions
by
Lyceum Series - has ended a
;tated, "We are more abundant- Arkansas colleges combined. Our
great success. This production Campus Players for the Harding
Y blessed with voices of operatic student body and faculty ac~s possible only through the co- Lyceum Series are "Blithe
;aliber than at any other tim( counted for two tenor leads, one
operation of the whole depart- Spirit," Noel Coward's hilarious
n my experience at Harding.
soprano lead, and more than half
ment the Campus Players, comedy dealing with the spirit
Nith the array of talent we have of the combined choruses.
Campus Players' Apprentices, and world, which was presented on
i
t
hand,
I
feel
confident
that
W
t
November 22; "Warrior's HusAlpha Psi Omega.
The dramatic work of the
;an pei;f orm a big opera like "I spring opera, including settings
The Campus Players is an ac- band," a most amusing fantasy
rrovatore" with enough skill t< and light as well as acting, will
tive group 95 strong. Member- on Greek mythology by Julian
·ival many professional organiza. be ably directed by Mr. and Mrs.
ship comes through an appren- Thompson, on Feb. 28; and "The
cions."
ticeship, during which the new Admirable Crichton," by Sir
Glen Wiley, who will be climaxHeading the list of talen· ing their fourth year as Harding's
student has one semester to earn James Barrie on April 10. Try25 points through work on play outs for ''Warrior's Husband"
vhich inspired such confidenc< husband-wife dramatic team.
production, lighting, make-up and were held before Christmas holi1y Dr. Moore is tenor Morgan
sound effects, as well as acting. days, and rehearsals will soon betichardson, post graduate music
This provides the practical ex- gin.
najor from Bellewood, Ill., who
perience whereby students can
The dramatic department of.pproached perfection in his perlearn by doing, under capable fers a scholarship to the Harormance of the lead in the Arksupervision of both faculty and ding student who is giving the
tnsas State Opera presentation
advanced students.
most outstanding service to
Jf "Pagliacci" in Little Rock last
Entrance to Alpha Psi Omega, dramatics at Harding. In addiall. Mrs. Delia Beth Stafford,
national dramatic fraternity, is tion to this aid the department
:ducation major from Vidor, Tex.,
through Campus Players. After offers work through the student
vho has been featured in solo
one has been a member of Cam- work program to several dra1arts with the A Cappella Chorus
pus Players for at least two se- matic students who need help to
in many occasions, will have tht
mesters, has done such things pay college expenses. Each year
;oprano lead. The mezzo-soprano
as having directed a one-act play, they have a woman working on
ole will be sung by one of the
learned about costumes and properties, a man in scenery, and
nost promising voices to reach
lighting, and studied other phases two in lighting.
.he campus in some time, Marion
of the theater, he is allowed to
The backbone of dramatics at
::::awood, a senior in the Acadtake a test given by Alpha Psi Harding is the husband-wife
~my.
The baritone role will be
Omega. The qualifications are team of Glen and Wanda Wiley.
mng by versatile Professor Kenrugged, but members have a deep Working together, they direct the
leth Davis who recently sang the
sense of accomplishment once productions, act as Campus Play,enor lead in "Cavalleria Rustithey have made the grade.
A unique coincidence came out
ers sponsors, and teach many of
ca~a" in Little Rock in NovemA new activity was added to the · drama and speech courses. of the student elections last fall : search begun last year under the ber, and appeared with Igor
guidance of Dr. Joseph E. Pryor,
the dramatic efforts at Harding Both the Wileys came to Harding All of the class presidents and
Gorin last spring in "Rigoletto."
last year with the organization of in 1955 after graduation from the Student Association vice chairman of the Department of
Physical
Science.
the Theater Guild. The Guild Louisiana State University.
president are chemistry majors
Scenes From Last Spring's Opera, "Pagliacci"
Mike White, junior class
The class presidents are wel l
scattered geographically and the president, was graduated from
Student Association veep brings high school in Bismark, Ill., as
an international flavor from valedictorian and Honor Society
member. In addition, he was
Canada.
State Farmer one year and SecPast achievements of these of- tion Mechanics Winner two
ficers have been many. Harding years.
is justly proud of them. Their
Joe Hightower, senior class
honors range from national president from Weslaco, Tex., reawards in scientific research to ceived the American Legion Citirecognition for outstanding ath- zenship Award, was in the Naletic ability and sportsmanship. tional Honor Society, and was
Don Berryhill, freshman presi- elected to all-district baseball
dent, of Searcy is now in his and all-state band in high school.
fifth year as president of his At Harding he has received the
class, having first been so hon- physics achievement award, is
ored as a freshman in the Acad- president of the local chapter of
emy. He received several awards Alpha Chi National Honor Sofor scholarship, athletics, and ciety, is listed in· Who's Who, is
personality before his high school active in intramural and intergraduation last spring.
collegiate sports, and is business
Gary Ackers, sophomore presi- manager of the Petit Jean yeardent from . Berkeley, Cal., has book.
Garry Peddle, senior from Tobeen given national recognition
for his work in scientific re- ronto, Canada, who was elected
For tours and concerts at other places, a bus-load of 43 memsearch.
He received fourth Student Association vice presibers is chosen from the full Chorus of approximately 70. This
place
in
the 1955 National dent, is a member of Alpha Chi
picture shows the chorus singing in St. Louis during the 1957
Science Fair, first place in the honor society and is listed in
fall tour. In addition to two major tours each year, the Chorus
Futirre Scientists of America con- Who's Who. He received the
makes short trips and television appearances, They are making
By Anne Onymus
test, the Gold Seal from the Cali- Ganus Award for the highest
their first 1959 appearance on KARK-TV at noon on January 19.
fornia Scholarship Federation up- scholastic average among men
Less than two weeks to go I bet . . . I'll have to memorize
on graduation from high school, in both 1957 and 1958, and the , . . How'll I ever make it? Matthew, Mark, Luke and John
honorable mention in the Na- Alpha Chi Regional Scholarship There's that history course I before I can think about passing
tional Science Talent Search, and in 1958.
vowed I wouldn't take, but I'm it . , . Good thing it just covers
Three of these five students right in the middle of it now four books . . . Need to write
was voted the outstanding chemistry student at Harding last are planning to teach upon their , . . A week from today and I've to Glenda . . . Heard from her
year. Further recognition came graduation from college, one is got to have 1800 pages of out- months ago . . . Haven't anrecently when Harding received studying engineering, and the side reading finished for it . . . swered it yet . . She'll underThrough its semi-annual tours
students enrolled in all depart- a grant of $1,310 for equipment other plans to enter the field of Oh well, just four hundred to stand-maybe ... She was here
and the regular broadcasts of
ments of the college.
and materials to be used by scientific research. Also, three go ... I've got Daniel Boone and last year.
"Hymns from Harding" over 193
The repertoire includes a full
Gotta see my counselor about
radio stations in 46 of the 49 range, from the great church Ackers in continuation of an of them are carrying a double "Stonewall" coming out my ears.
important project in virus re- major of math and chemistry.
courses for next semester . . .
states the A Cappella Chorus
How
can
I
ever
pass
that
Bimusic of such masters as Brahms
has built up an enviable reputa- and Bach to the most familiar
ology exam , . . No pass, no Sure don't know what in the
Gary Ackers, president of the sophomore class, .is one of five
tion. The chorus, under the mas- hymns and folk songs. Also ingraduate! I'll never take another world· to take. It's like a kid
chemistry majors serving as class and student officers. Ackers,
terful direction of Kenneth Davis, cluded . in its repertoire is "I
correspondence course I've with a nickel in a candy store.
winner of several national science awards, is currently working
Jr., is frequently called "The Col- Waited Patiently for the Lord,"
said that before - and especi- Maybe I can get an easy schedule this last semester ... Doubton a project of virus research under a grant from the Brownlege Chorus That Sings · to the a musical setting of the first
ally from LSU. Man, are they
ful ... I've tried since my freshHazen Fund of Research Corporation.
Nation."
ever rough . . . Oh well, they
three verses of Psalm 40 comman days . . . Haven't got one
The traditional post-Thanks- posed especially for the chorus
won the Sugar Bowl.
yet.
giving trip took the Chorus into last year by George Lynn, one
Lyceum comin' up Friday
Have to see the Registrar
Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma, Ne- of the great contemporary comnight . . . Looks like another
about my biology exam . . . It
braska, and western Arkansas. posers of choral work.
lyceumless year for me . . .
isn't here yet! Roommate has a
Audiences in 13 cities, and TV
Lynn attended a pre-concert
There's a Bison next week. Well,
viewers in Tulsa and Wichita rehearsal of the chorus in Denthere's Monday to spend getting date tonight. Have to listen to
her an hour before he comes and
were thrilled by their singing. ver in the spring of 1957, and
a story ~ can't study then.
an hour after he leaves .
With only a week back home to directed the group in bis arrangeOnly two more books to read When can I criticize those six
catch up on studies, a smaller ment of "Lonesome Valley,"
and
I'll
be
through
with
that
books I read eons ago . . . Algroup of chorus members left on which was one of its concert
seminar course . . . Two books ready forgotten them now . . .
an Army-sponsored series of per- numbers. He was so plea~d
can be a lot when yoµ're a slow
formances at Ft. Leonard Wood, with their singing of his work
Went to bed at nine last night
reader with a wandering mind
Mo., and Ft. Leavenworth, Kan., that he offered on the spot to
.
.
. Slept through breakfast hour
. . . Gotta write home tonight
presenting both choral numbers write a special composition. His
.
.
.
Well, looks like my sleeping
,
,
.
My
poor
parents'll
think
I've
and variety entertainment as in- scoring from Psalm 40 was the
skipped the country if I don't. days are over ... Only way out
dividuals and groups.
fruition of that promise.
Only four months and 21 days is to go into hibernation, and
A former member of the facThe traveling chorus is a 43'till I take the long walk and that's just too dull ... Oh well,
member bus-load selected from ulty of Westminster Choir Colget my diploma .. . Hm-m-m, I next semester will be different
the full chorus of 74 members. lege, Princeton, N. J ., Lynn was
guess that really depends on the ... I'll make all A's : .. get my
The Army tour, which was some- director Davis' instructor when
outcome of exam w-eek . . . If outside reading done by nine
thing of an audition which may he was working on his masters'
I don't make it, daddy'll blow weeks . . . finish those term palead to cross-ocean hop, included degree. Mr. Lynn is currently
a fuse!
pers in a flash . . . There I go
26 members. Chorus members working on another major comThat Bible exam will be tough, dreaming again!
are selected 'b y audition from position for the chorus.

•

Chemistry Majors Have the Formula
For Student Organization Leadership

Mutterings of a Maddened Maid
Dreading Semester Exams Ahead

ACappella Chorus and Director
Earn Rest Following Double Tour

"
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All Students Have Opportunity to Participate in Harding lntramurals
ii0
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Intramural athletics is still t h e < > - - - - - - - - - - - - - - backbone of Harding's athletic action with a victory over the
program and will continue at the West AU-Stars before all-star
same pitch as it has in the past, queen, Nelda Roach.
according to Cecil Beck, director.
Basketball is king of the win"Interest and participation are ter program and baseball the
at an all-time high. Each year highlight of the spring program.
intramural interest seems to be Variety and interest is also found
increasing," Beck says.
"This in minor sport activities such as
year between 85-90 per cent of volleyball, basketball contests,
men students are engaged ac- swimming, badminton, tennis,
tively in the intramural pro- baseball distance throw and base
gram."
run, and the Australian pursuit
race.
Growing Participation
Beck has already paved the
Beck stressed that although
way
for increased interest in
club participation was 100 per
golfing
next spring. Students
cent last year, this year the percentage of club members partici- and faculty alike may purchase
pating was even greater than in $2.00 tickets in September, allowing them to play on the city's
the years past. In spite of the
surrounding intercollegiate bas- nine-hole course as many times
ketball, intramural basketball has as they wish until the following
more teams entered in the major September. Tentative plans are
and minor leagues than ever be- for a tournament in the spring.
Other activities which have been
fore.
added recently are handball, pegTwenty-four t e a m s k e e p board, · and trampoline gymnasBone-tingling action similar to this intramural game will be
Rhodes Memorial Field House tics.
seen more and more next year as Harding enters a limited
busy every night possible during
football schedule. Cecil Beck, director of intramurals, has been
In such sports as basketball
the week from the middle of Denamed head football coach. Beck has conducted a successful
cember to the middle of March. and baseball where the quality
intramural eight-man tackle program since 1955.
Activity starts under the guid- of play is influenced by the abilance of coach Beck around 6 ity of the players, a major and
o'clock and may last until past minor league are formed. At the
11 o'clock to allow the necessary end of each season a playoff is
held to determine the school
teams to play.
Intramural activity started champs in each sport and later
this fall with softball games an all-star game is played.
By Tom Loney
At the end of each school year
drawing crowds nearly every
ped with lights as the new field
the
15
men
with
the
most
points
time two teams met on the diaHarding returns to intercol- nears completion.
mond-and the interest will hold are given awards on "Recognilegiate football next fall with as
Finishing work on the football
until the climax of the year's ac- tion Day." The man with the
much enthusiasm (and some of field includes seeding the field
highest
number
of
intramural
tivity in the annual Track and
the same fear) as that which and the erection of goal posts.
Field Day. For this interest and points is awarded a letter jacket
characterized its entrance into The track, which includes a tile
participation Harding has been and a trophy. The next nine reintercollegiate basketball last fall. drainage system, lacks only the
ceive
jackets,
and
the
remaining
i
recognized as having one of the
After four successful seasons of finishing cover of cinders.
finest intramural programs in the five are given intramural letters.
Equipment for the football
intramural eight-man tackle footnation.
The point system is used in
ball, the athletic committee with team will not be as expensive as
all
sports
with
fewer
points
beNineteen Years' Growth
the approval of the board of di- it might have been had Harding
ing given to participants in the
rectors has given the green light not had any form of tackle footNineteen years of planning un- minor league activities. In team
to a limited schedule in 1959. ball. Practice equipment is all
dergird the program, which has sports, points are given for
Cecil Beck, director of intramural ready with the possibility of
been developing since 1939. M. sportsmanship, and a Sportsmansports and Dean of Men, has been enough shoulder and hip pads
E. "Pinky" Berryhill returned to ship Award is presented annually
for regular games.
· named head football coach.
Harding from David Lipscomb by the Circle K service club.
'College, Nashville, Tenn., in 1937
Intramural tackle football will
Simultaneous
with
the
anWhen Harding dropped interto find the school struggling to
nouncement of Harding's return probably be dropped next season
collegiate
athletics
in
1939,
operate both an intramural and
to football was a formal applica- if sufficient games are scheduled
intercollegiate program on a school officials estimated that
tion
for membership in the Ark- on an intercollegiate level. Howonly about four per cent of the
shoestring budget.
ansas
Intercollegiate Conference. ever, rag-tag football, which is
student body was being beneAIC rules state that a member more rugged than the name imBerryhill suggested that the fited by the money appropriated
school must compete in three ma- plies, has been operated on a
intercollegiate program be cut for athletics. Many feared that
jor sports, including football. Re- club basis, may possibly be conout and all funds used to build the enrollment would decline,
ception of Harding's application ducted with individual intramural
a strong intramural program, though, if intercollegiate sports
teams.
has seemed favorable.
which would benefit more stu- were dropped.
Huel Evans, Oakman, Ala., is
dents than the ailing dual setup.
Beck will probably have the
Helped Enrollment
When this was done, the prosame trouble selecting his final a beginner in intercollegiate ball
Instead, the enrollment ingram began to expand and imsquad next September as coach this year but far from a beginner
creased rapidly and the physical
prove.
Hugh Groover has had in select- in basketball. Evans-one of the
plant continued to expand.
ing his basketball teams from top players in last year's intraStrength was added to the Twenty years ago the enrollment
35-40
aspirants. Talent has been mural program - paced the Biprogram when Beck joined the
was 350. Today over 1000 stuabundant in the intramural foot- sons to some of their first wins
faculty in 1953. Berryhill gives
dents are benefiting from an inball program with around 50 men with his pile-driving layups from
much of the credit for the prescreased plant which, along with
reporting
each fall.
Although either side of the basket.
ent program to his intramural
all assets, is worth 10.5 million
polished playing is not often seen
Jim Citty, Idabel, Okla., with
director. "Beck has added ·endollars.
in the intramural field, evidences two years still left to play is one
ergy and enthusiasm to our inof ability are often seen in good of Harding's top rebounders, and
After the war when the entramural program, and it has
broken field running, good block- he is developing into one of the
been greatly to his credit that rollment jumped tremendously
ing, and hard tackling.
better shots. A rugged man untlie program has reached the the athletic program could not
Beck and the athletic commit- der the boards, few opponents
function properly in the crackerlevel of this year."
box gymnasium and Rhodes
tee have been busy this fall at- take the ball away from him
Besides softball in the fall
tempting to schedule a limited once he gets his hands on it.
Memorial Field House was concoach Beck has had an intramunumber of games for next fall. No
structed at the cost of $150,000.
Others on the squad of 12 are
ral tackle football league as the
dates are definitely set yet as Gerald Casey, Searcy, Bennett
Now with an ever increasing
other major attraction before the
many schools already have estab- Wood, Indianapolis, Ind., Ken
winter program. Since 1955 when enrollment, an exciting intercollished schedules.
Norman, ·Kensett, Ken Nicholson,
the program was begun, the legiate program, and a bigger
Home games next fall will be Flint, Mich., Harold Norwood,
pads - and - pigskin
enthusiasts and better intramural program,
played on the new Alumni Field East St. Louis, Ill., Rayburn
have provided the student body the athletic directors see the
with some top-quality thrills field house in use almost con- Malcohn Caskey butterflies to a :28.l 40-yard breast-stroke record. at night. The combined football Knight, Bay, and Richard Carter,
field and track are being equip- Baton Rouge, La.
equal to many of the intercolleg- stantly each day until late at
iate squads in the state. After night and are anticipating even
Ken Vanderpool sets an amazing record of 5000 sit-ups this year. Allen Armstrong tied his own record of last year with a pass
the Oklahoma team took the greater over-all interest with the
good for 61 yards. Harold Vanderpool skims the tops of the high hurdles in last year's Track and Field Day for a new record of
team championship the East All- completion of the new $20,000
:17 .3. Dave Eldridge delivers a smashing serve to take the singles championship.
Stars capped the tackle football Alumni Field.

Harding Intercollegiate Football
Will Return To Campus Next Fall

Academy Shows
He~lthy Growth
Harding Academy, like the college, draws students from all
over the nation, and even from
other parts of the world. In existence since the college was established, the Academy stands
in its own right as a first rate
secondary school with a reputation for academic excellence.
The Acedamy was admitted
four years ago to the North
Central Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools, the same
accrediting group to which the
college belongs. Further testimony to the quality of instruction received in the Academy is
the large number of Academy
graduates now enrolled in the
college who consistently appear
in the upper third of their
classes. It is also interesting to
note that 90% of Academy
5raduates continue into college.
Last September, the Academy
broke all fall enrollment records
with registration of 147 students.
Since that time, 23 Little Rock
>tudents caught in the "Faubus
"'reeze" have been admitted. The
'let enrollment at the end of the
'irst semester is 153.
Both faculty and facilities at
~he Academy are being expanded for the spring semester in or'.ler to accommodate up to 75
'llore Little Rock students who
.vant to continue their high
>chool education under the sound
1ccreditation of North Central.
Although Academy . students
\ave access to college facilities,
·ncluding the 52,000 volume
'3eaumont Memorial Library, the
\cademy has its own building
md science and home econom.ics
1
aboratories, library, and audi~orium. And recently, Academy
>tudents have started their own
'lewspaper, "The Wildcat," from
their athletic team nickname.
The
elementary
training
3chool, conducted in c0nnection
with the Academy. enrolled 135
1ast September.
Both the Academy and elementray school serve
a dual purpose. 1n· addition to
~iving young people a Christian
.ducation they also serve as
, teacher-training centers preparing for careers in education. In
the classrooms of these schools,
students receive on-the-spot ob<>ervation and teaching experience.
Like the college, the Academy
has its own social and special
interest clubs and choral groups.
Sports, too, count big at the
Academy, and this is a most successful year. The football Wildcats won the District 8-B championship, and the basketball Wildcats are currently running wild
with an 11-2 record against all
competition.
Track and field
prospects are also good for the
spring.

A bit of lively action from a recent Bison basketball game.

"Surprising" Harding Basketball Bisons
Are Now Facing Toughened Competition
The Harding College Bisonsis t~e reason Harding has proved
tabbed as "the surprise of the
itself capable of competing on
young basketball season" by one
the intercollegiate level while
of Lit tle Rock newspapers-with
maintaining the philosophy that
still half of their ga mes to play
subsidization is not needed.
in a 24-game schedule, have won
Groover's starting five this
twice as many games as all of
year are Leon McQueen and Fred
last season.
Massey at forwards, Dwight
Their 8-4 record is an inspiraSmith and Huel Evans at iUards,
tion to Harding's intercollegiate
and Jim Citty at center. Massey
program, proving that ·the Bisons
and Evans will graduate this
possess superior coaching, superiyear. Smith and McQueen are
or students partictpating in athjuniors, and Citty is a sopholetics, and the ability to compete
more.
without the aid of subsidization.
Massey from Pontotoc, Miss.,
"Surprise" is exactly what the
leads the way in the scoring colBisons were as they opened the
umn as he did last year, averagseason - the second in intercoling around 16 points a game this
legiate activity after nearly 20
season. Most of Fred's shooting ·
years - with six straight victhis year has been from around
tories. Included in these wins
the top of the circle with onewere triumphs over last year's
handed jump shots. Last year,
Arkansas Intercollegiate Conferin playing the post position he
ence co-champions, Arkansas his coaching ability by taking relied more on his hook shot.
Tech and Henderson State Teach- nearly the same material as he
McQueen, Geary, Okla., has imhad last year and molding it in- proved greatly in hustle and reto a dangerous unit on the court. bounding power, increasing his
At the same time he has instilled jumping height nearly four
sportsmanship into the men so inches. A 6' 3" forward, he is
that they are respected in bas- seen during the game scrapping
ketball circles as being a hard- under the boards and getting opplaying but clean - competing en in the far corners for his favteam.
orite one-hand set shot.
Assistant
basketball
Harry Olree has been an aid to
Groover this fall and will assume head baseball coach duties
this spring. Coach Cecil Beck,
Harding's livewire intramural director, will be stepping into the
gridiron spotlight next fall as the
Bisons resume a limited football
schedule.
Overseeing the entire operation - and responsible for Harding's position in athletics today
- is M. E. "Pinky" Berryhill, director of athletics. Although reHuel Evans, 6'1", guard.
was the 85-78 victory over Tech, cuperating from a recent heart
which is always one of the top attack, Pinky is expected to offer
teams in the state.
·
much guidance as Harding develSuch a record as this - even ops its intercollegiate program.
if it becomes less dramatic as
Students are equal to coaching
the season develops - is an in- in many respects in determining
spiration to the entire intercol- the value of a team, for without
legiate program.
The Bisons desire to play, willingness to
should be ready to compete with train, and ability to receive
increased enthusiasm in spring coaching, the coaches are able to
Little Dwight Smith, of Port
baseball and track, kr1.owing do little. Harding's Bisons are Arthur, Tex., standing at 5' 7",
that they are able to have a suc- examples of all three traits.
fools many of the big men. Able
cessful season.
Early in October 35 men turn- to hit a falling-away jump shot
Successful seasons depend, nat- ed out, including many of last from around 20 feet away, he is
urally, on the coaching, and Har- year's team. Groover put them also able to drive in for an ocding is blessed with a team of through a rugged training pro- casional layup under the outcoaches that would be valuable gram, which weeded out those stretched arms of men standing
with little real desire to play, a head taller than he. His value
ers. Perhaps the greatest thrill and then concentrated on offen- extends also to his tremendous
to the team and the stu'dent body sive and defensive drills. Pres;, hustle and terrific harrassment
to any student body.
Quiet ently the squad is working on he can dish out to his opponent
coach Hugh Groover has proved breaking a zone defense, which on the court.
opponents have been throwing
against the Bisons in recent
games.
The fact that the students on
the team are top quality is found
in the improvement made by
many of those who were on the
squad last year.
The entire
team is shooting better than last
year by nearly 10 per cent, rebounding better to control the
backboards in many of the
games, and hustling more than
was seen in many of last year's
contests.
Not only are the team members good athletes, but they are
also excelling in class work. The
starting five this year has nearly
a B grade average, with a 2.892
average for the five men.
The combination of top coaches
and better than average students

Women's Club
Sports Winners

Roger Brown gets trophy for record cross country run of 7:88.

The semi-finals in the winners
bracket began with an upset; the
MEA beat the Delta Chi the first
game. But all returned to normalcy when the Delta Chis won
the last two games by a large
margin. This game placed . the
Delta Chis in the finals opposing
the Ju Go Jus.
Pat Young's Business Women
were overcome by Nelda Roach's
Ju Go Jus and the Alpha Phi
Kappas' moral and verbal support. The score was surprisingly
one-sided.
In the losers bracket, the
WHC's overcame the Kappa
Phis, but neither team seemed
to be playing their best.
The Oege's won their game
against the Phi Deltas, and the
LCs slid passed the Beta Taus.
The Reginas had to forfeit their
game due to lack of players, so
that game was awarded to the
Gatas.
The final game in the winners
bracket will be played this
Thursday by the Delta Chis and
the Ju Go Jus. These two teams;
have several things in common which should make the game
even more interesting and exciting. First both teams are supported by a boys' club cheering
section, second both have shown
examples of real club spirit and
teamwork, third both have four
or five girls tall and capable
enough to play net, and fourth
and probably most important
both teams have a real desire to
win this game.

